Your 2016 gift to the Rackham Graduate School was an important contribution in support of graduate students across the spectrum of academic fields at the University of Michigan. At Rackham, our sole priority in the Victors for Michigan campaign is supporting graduate students. In addition to developing comprehensive programs and services for graduate students, your support helped us fund more than 5,300 students. Your gift allowed graduate students to take maximum advantage of the research and educational opportunities at the University, participate fully in the life of the diverse campus community, and acquire the teaching and leadership skills needed for a wide range of careers.

Thank you for giving back to graduate students. You are integral to their success.
DEAN’S CIRCLE
Members of the Dean’s Circle have donated or pledged $1,000 or more in 2016.

$100,000 AND ABOVE
Roslyn M. Abrams
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
The Bella Charitable Foundation
Maurice Griffel (in memoriam)
Victoria Lee
Karl C.K. Ma
Lynne and Judson Morris
Jacob Price (in memoriam)
Jiu-Hwa Upshur
Martha Wood

$25,000–$99,999
Robert Barnes and Clark Chandler
Jeremy Birnholtz
Cambridge Information Group, Inc.
Mary Sue and Kenneth Coleman
Paul and Barbara Couture
Richard and Renata D’Souza
Dr. Patricia Griffin
Jeff Hansen and Kathy Britton
Jill McDonough and Greg Merriman
Christopher P. Moeller
Robert and Bonnie Paine
John Price and Liria Palafox-Price
ProQuest LLC
Martha Rolingson
Vivian Sangunett
Aurora A. Sevilla
Suzanne Spindler
Mr. Jay Stuart Wakefield and Mrs. Suzanne Mygatt Wakefield

$10,000–$24,999
Bobbe and Jon Bridge
E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
Carol Fierke and Neil Tweedy
Barbara Fitzpatrick (in memoriam)
Margaret and Shashikant Gupta
Alfredo and Luz Maria Gutierrez

$5,000–$9,999
Dr. Charles L. Betsey
Bonnie Bower
Kevin Chang and Kwanwen Teng
Marsha Holmes
Mark Hosley
Wanda Hung and Christopher Vakili
Joan and Warren Kessler
Juliette Okotie-Eboh
Paul and Virginia Smith
Lelahni Wessinger
Phyllis Wise

$2,500–$4,999
Christiane Anderson
Michael Clark
Caren Deming
Vytas and Marilyn Dukas
Janice Erskine
Mark and Kelly Johnson
Lawrence and Alice Kronenberger
Earl Lewis and Susan Whitlock
Lila and Donald McMechan
William and Susan Packard
Peter and Margie Ross
Stacey Symonds
Yung-Koh and Barbara Yin

$1,000–$2,499
James Anderson and Barbara Ewels
Anne Andrews and Michael Mazzuchi
Donald and Rhonda Ballou
Terrance Baulch and Yannick Viers
Lawrence Bell
Dr. Babette M. Benken
Linda Bennett and Robert Bagramian
Christine Bialek
Gordon and Sandra Bonham
David and Florence Braker
Edith Brashares and Benjamin Simon
Daniel and Marsha Braun
George Brooks and Rosemary Agostini
Mark and Barbara Buchanan
June and James Burchyett
Alice Burks
John and Qing Chang
Dr. Shelly and Ricky Conner
Cynthia and John Cross
Andrew De Rocco and Joan McNulty
Charles and Cynthia Dougherty
Mark and Jo Anne Duffy
James and Sandra Dunn
Carol Ann Dyer
Michael and Julie Eisenbraun
Deborah Pierce and Robert Fine
Larry Fink
Steven and Sylvia Freije
Joseph and Bridget Gainer
Gordon Foundation
Sandra Gubin
Simone Himbeault Taylor and Bradley Taylor
Peter and Karla Hitchcock
Kevin and Cheryl Hurley
Robert Kail and Dea DeWolff
David R. Kasso and Caryl Fuchs Kasso
Lois Kircher
Thomas and Joan Klammer
Cathy and Mark Knepper
Patricia Kosmerl
William and Renee Krebs
Dawn and Douglas Kreysar
Robin and Steven Kunkel
Golda Anne and Robert Leonard
Stephen and Jeanne Lewis
Daniel Lipschutz and Lynn DeTurk
Khai-Quang Luc
Jack and Melanie Manis
Victor and Beatriz Marquez
Kevin McCully
Patricia McCune and Edward Stein
Richard and Joan Ellen McFee
Roger Mills (in memoriam)
Grace Moore
Celeste Ng
Kenneth Norgan
Walter Orloff
L. Lee Osburn
Carolina Ashton Ouderkirk
Grace Parr
Lynn Peters
George Rabb
Jim and Ellice Richardson
Robert and Mary Alice Rippe
Samuel H. Kress Foundation
Barbara and Thomas Schnitzer
Patricia Schroeder and Michael Bauer
Dinesh Seksaria
Peter and Lillette Shen
Christal A. Sheppard, Ph.D., J.D.
Roderick and Gretchen Sherwood
Andrew and Merrill Silver
Carla Sinopoli
Dorothea and Larry Smith
Michael Solomon and Ellen Lee
Tamar Springer
Alice Stabler
Michael and Joan Stern
Ashok and Kay Talwar
Jack and Jeannie Thompson
Noel Tripp
Lewis and Molly Turlish
Civia and Paul Tuteur
Helen Ullrich
Andres Vaart
Edward and M. Jade Vander Velde
Joan Vanek
Janet Weiss and Donald Kinder
Robert and Marina Whitman
Walter Wilczynski and Deborah Greene
Wen-Kuei and Shiao-Wen Wong
Kenneth and Nancy Wyckoff
Hongquan Xu and Qing Shen
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$500–$999

Geoffrey Goodnow
Thomas and Karen Gottschang
Susan Grad and John Edwards
Margaret Gray-Kurczynski
Lisa and George Grobar
Peter Gryson and Evelyn MacKenzie-Gryson
Barry and Ellen Haack
Vincent and Jane Hahn
David and Ann Hardy
Dennis and Alyce Helfman
Janice Hewitt
Jack Hills
James Holderness
Garrick Hu
Dr. Saling Huang
John Hunter and Harold Kooden
Joan Husted
Valentin Jordanov and Vania Jordanova
Michael Keane
Deborah Keller-Cohen and Evan Cohen
David and Sharon Lipschutz Kluger
George Kozlowski
Charles and Loretta Kulpa
James and Laurel Lannen
Nicholas and Barbara Lanney
Susan Larimer
Pearl Latkator
Gerald and Alissa Leonard
Jack and Marilyn Lifszit
David and Mary Lowery
Richard and Patricia Macias
Robert Mack and Elizabeth Maier
John Manning
John Mertens
Roland and Carol Miller
William and Jan Mitchell
Rachael Moreno
David and Anne Morley
Daniel Muir and Carolyn Loudenslager
Ross Newsome

Ronald and Joan Nordgren
Dr. Moses C. Norman and Gertrude Norman
Seamus and Carol O’Clereacain
Ronnie Parker
Rex and Laura Patterson
Solti and Mei-Jing Peng
C. R. Perrault
Frederick and Nancy Phail
John Piazza
David Pichurski and Marilyn Murray
David and Beth Pisoni
Elizabeth Rajam
Narayanasamy Ramasubbu
Nancy Richardson
Robert Richardson
Douglas Roblin
T. Rodney and Mary Jo Rogg
Susan Roosenraad
Vicki Rothhaar
Merida Rua
Dean and Joan Rutila
Ann and Khalil Saab
Robert Sandell
Malinee and Sithiporn Sastrasin
John Scanlan
Joan and Roger Schlukebir
Gunter and Heidi Schramm
Richard Schwartz and Donna Pruess
Jonathan and Elizabeth Seltzer
Gerald Sharp and Anne Geraghty
Jack and Betty Sheneberger
Hardev and Pushp Renu Singh
Martha Sivier
Sydelle Sonkin and Herb Siegel
A. Theodore and Ruth Steegmann
William and Elizabeth Stern
Charles and Barbara Stevens
Ines and Eric Storhok
Andrea Stout
Richard and Diane Stribley
Richard R. Swain
James and Dottie Symons
Gwen Thayer Handelman
Dale and Kathryn Thiel
John Tomlinson

$250–$499

Jane Aldrich
Scott Allard and Heather Hill
Maureen Alterman
Timothy and Kathleen Anderson
Clifford Ando
Thomas and Margaret Andrews
Dennis Appleyard
Billy and Marie Ashby
Kendrick and Khin-Khin Aung
Bryan Aupperle
Richard and Judy Babcock
Charles and Lynda Bacon
Dr. Carol Barbour and Dr. Sid Gilman
Joan and Reuben Baron
William Beaman
Larry Bell
John and Janice Bellefleur
Bernardo Beyer
Margery Block
Theodore and Jean Bookhout
Mark Borough
Phoebe Bowers
Roger and Kathy Brown
Robert and Lois Bruce
Jasper and Sharon Brundege
Larry L. Burgess

Halden and Sandra Totten
Hans and Sibyl Troesch
Robert Tull
Ralph Vartabedian
Patrick Venta and Jeri Cochran
Keith Webber
Mary Weigelin
George and Kathleen Weisskopf
Dr. Eleanor K. Wright
William Wright
Ziyan Wu and Zhijian Zhu
Betty Yonkers
Mary Ann Zawada
Donna Zobel and Robert Stork
George and Patricia Zug
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Heather Burrows and Robert Paretti
S. Kay Burrus
Albert and Barbara Cain
California Community Foundation
Nuria Calvet
Mary Carroll and Floyd Coates
Robert A. Carstens
Conan Castle
Robert and Lucy Caswell
Robert A. Carstens
Conan Castle
Robert and Lucy Caswell
Eric and Meryl Charles
Jieming Chen and Xiangping Mai
Dennis and Joan Clifford
Susan Cloninger
James Conroy
Cassandra Constantino
Elva Cortez-Covarrubias and Angel Covarrubias
Debra Corzine and Robert Breitenstein
Christopher De Vries
Virginia DeBenedictis
Exalton Delco, Ph.D. and Wilhelmina Delco
Robert and Freda DeLosh
David Denny
Kathleen Derwin
Don and Sharon Des Jarlais
Bonnie D. Dickson
Michael and Bonnie Dodyk
Jiwen Duan
Douglas and Mary Eamon
Dr. Howard Eichenbaum and Dr. Karen Shedlack
Alan Eiser
Mariano and Carol Elices
William and Emma Elrod
Pui and Helen Fan

Barbara Farah
James and Vickie Feutz
Jeffrey Field
William and Maryann Frederick
Julia Fugate
Dolores Furtado
Larry and Nicolette Gess
C. Lee Giles and Elizabeth Saxon-Giles
Kari Gluski and Peter Granda
Miriam and Albert Golbert
Irwin Goldstein and Martha Mayo
Dan and Betty Golomb
Dr. Franklin L. Gordon, Jr.
Inta Grace
Sharon Grady and Michael Marks
Sidney Graham
Marion Guck
Andrea and Marc Haidle
John and Linda Halsey
Nancy and Joe Hammond
John and Diane Haney
Kathleen Hart
Ronald and Maryann Hart
Lee Hartmann
Joel Heinen
Kenneth Herlin
Elaine Heumann Gurian
Dr. and Mrs. Charles E. Hickox
Deborah Higgins
Benjamin and Carole Hodes
Dr. Raymond W. Holton
Earl Howard
Joseph C. Hsu
Suzhou Huang and Bing Zhou
Hiroyuki Imai
Charles and Marie Inniss
Yoshio Iwamoto
Alicia Jay White
Elmer Johansen
Deborah Kahn-Spiiotopoulo and Sarantes Spiiotopoulo

Ruth Keyso
Dr. William Klykylo and Dr. Dorothyann Felsid
Eve Kommel
William and Margaret Korte
James Kosloski
Drs. John and Mildred Krnacik
Kathryn and Kenneth Laskey
Timothy LaVallee and Cynthia Manson
Charles and Barbara Lawrence
Stanford and Sharon Levin
Bruce and Nancy Levine
Xi Lin and Ping Chen
David and Ann Lindsley
Warren and Dai-Wei Lo
Ronald and Margaret Lomax
Gordon and Carla Lyon
Susan Madley
Lawrence Margolis
Barbara Martin
Martha and Raymond Martin
Margaret and Arnold Matlin
Tonya Matthews
Eileen and Joseph McGraw
Raymond Meriwether
Lois Miller
Mark Milstein and Monica Touesnard
Anel and Karen Mishra
David and Susan Montgomery
Stephen Monto
James and Ichilo Morita
Yuji Morita
Elizabeth Morrison
Ronald Mulder and Sandra Cady Mulder
Kathleen Murphey
Vaman and Ratna Naik
John and Mary Nelson
Joseph and Ann Newcomb
Helmut and Barbara Norpoth
Barbara Otto
Judith Ousterhout
Ercument Ozizmir and Martha Shoemaker
Nancy Perloff and Robert Lempert
Francis Piazza
Christine Picket
Carolyn and Richard Pope
Rati Prabhu
Bernard and Lisa Puroll
Lucy Reuben and John Cole
Stephanie Riegel
Carol and Francois Rigolot
Elizabeth Rittenhouse
Darryl and Jennifer Robinson
Thomas Rohrer
C. Brock Rooney
Homer and Kathleen Rose
Amnon and Prue Rosenthal
Lester and Claudia Ross
Jacqueline Royster
Jane and Walter Ruehle
James and Mary Russell
Robert Schiavone
Edith Schneeberger
Jennifer P. Schneider
Willie and Bettye Scott
Charles Scribner
Sally Lloyd Seaborn
Robert and Ilene Seltzer
Elaine Shafrin
Kay Kaufman Shelemay
Mark and Carol Shook
Jung-Gi Shyeh
John and Shirley Smed
David and Karen Smith
Bruce and Jeanne Snapp
Harry and Caroline Soo
Harry and Ellen Spain
Douglas and Alicia Sprigg
W. Scott and Jackie Sproat
John and Marcia Stalvey
Joan Stephenson
Lenore and Peter Sterlight
Cynthia Stewart and Don Haefner
Jane Stiefel
Karen and David Stutz
Luki and Mary Su
Suresh and Uma Subramanian
Robert Tap
Barbara Therrien
John and Evelyn Tielking
Oktay M. Tosun
Dr. Theodore and Rosemary Townsend
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Steven and Rhonwyn Ullmann
Peter Ventzek
Carl and Barbara Vinson
Chris and Janet Waters
Layne and Judith Watson
Chris Willard
Donald and Mary Winfield
Laura Wojcik
John Wood
Yuanping Ying
William Zieman
Barbara Zitzewitz

$100–$249
A. Geoffrey Abelson
Richard and Kay Adam
Arlon and Judith Adams
Ronald and Judith Adler
Stuart and Barbara Aferiat
Charles F. Agerstrand
David and Mary Ahlgren
William Ahrens
Robert and Anne Aitchison
Michael and Hiroko Akiyama
Katherine and Michael Alioto
Julie Allen and Stephan Doll
Dana Alpern
David and J. Phoebe Amante
Duane and Vicki Amato
Mary and Lowell Amick
Jonathan G. Andelson
Richard and Sharon Anderson
Robert and Shirley Anderson
Leopold and Kathleen Andreoli
Paul Andrews and Nancy Humphry
Robert and Julie Anger
Donald Anthony
Thomas and Karen Arcy
Amber Arellano and Athanas Fontaine
Mary Arends-Kuenning and Matthew Kuenning
Lois Aroian
John and Effie Asvestas
Matthew Atwong
Michael Austin and Bridget Swanberg-Austin
Gerald and Janet Auten
Elizabeth Axelson and Donald Regan
David Bachmann
Krisha and Vandana Baddam
Gayle Bagley
Shyam and Prem Bahadur
Roy and Esther Baldridge
Nicholas Ball
William and Gloria Ballamy
Aswin Kumar Bandaru
Michael and Rosa Baran
Laird Barber (in memoriam)
Robert and Margaret Barlow
Tom Barnes
Carole Barnett
Mary Bartholomew
Janet Bartlett
Mrs. Margaret B. Bashur
Richard Batsavage
Kentston Bauman
James Baxter
Thenora Beard
Thomas and Muriel Beattie
Terri Beatty
Paul and Maria Beck
Leola Bedsole
Daniel Belden
Jeannine Bell
Francis L. Belloni, Ph.D.
Charles and Maria Benet
Leslie and Carol Benet
John and Louise Bennett
Matthias Bennett and Shi Bu
Debra Beres
Sandra Berhenke
Steven Berlin and Edward Schultz
Stanley Berlinsky
Susan Bernstein
Jan Berris
George and Katherine Betz
Wilbur Bigelow
Sven and Carmen Bilen
Robert and Georgia Bill
Dorrit Billman and Richard Billington
Dr. Richard E. Bilbsborrow and Helen P. Koo
Caroline and Arnold Birenbaum
Gail and Warren Bishop
Marjorie Bissett
Mary Lou and Leelan Bissett
Gwendolyn Bitnar
Donald Bittner
Lynn Bjorkman
Bruce and Virginia Blankenship
Roger Blaser
Kenneth and Marlene Block
Joel Bloom and Julie Novkov
Eileen Blumenthal
Christopher Bobrowski
Michael Boerma
Donald Boettner
Rafael Boglio
Linda and Lawrence Bolam
Henry Boldt
Donald and Ann Bont
Peter Bonventure
Kerry and Susan Borchardt
Eugene Borgida and Susan Wolf
Frederick Bosco
Barry and Nancy Bosworth
John and Mary Boudry
Tom and Madeline Bourke
Margarete Bower
Daniel and Gloria Boylan
Jeffrey and Katherine Bracken
Carolyn and Christopher Bradley
Gordon and Jacklyn Bradley
James Brazell
Dennis and Judith Brendel
Ronald and Margaret Brender
Howard Brick and Debra Schwartz

Charles and Patricia Brininger
Lois and Michael Brinkman
Anthony and Mary Bronzo
Lester Brooks
Barbara Brown
Douglas Brown
Lisa Brown
Margaret Carol Brown
Nancy Brucken
Dhreema Burford
George and Patricia Burgoyne
John Burkhardt and Kathryn Thiroff
Paul Burstadt and Janice Beeman
Charles Buzby and Cynthia Gammon
George Byers
Donita Bylski-Austrow and James Austrow
Alison Byrnes
Diane Cabaj-Aman
Helen Cafferty
Lee Cagle
Norman Carlson
Robert L. Carneiro
Matthew Castanier and Anne Marsan
Frances and Forrest Caswell
Carmen and Lynne Centofanti
Letha A. Chadiha, Ph.D., MSW
David and Nancy Chan
Elfreda Chang
Lirong and Jay Chao
Ward Chapman and Judith Fullerton
Russell Chappell
George Chen and Linda Chiang
Alexander Chervainu
Cynthia Cheski
Jin and Jane Chin
Gary and Sally Chipman
Joseph and Sue Chiu
Normal L. Chmielewski, D.D.S., M.S.
Yoon and Eun Choi
Lorraine Chorkey
Eric and Jacqueline Christensen
Chu-Pin and Aloysius Chu
Maureen and Thomas Cianciolo
Victor and Jean Cicirelli
Philip and Stephanie Clar
Mr. and Mrs. Calixte W. Cloutier
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Todd and Chun-Yen Cochrane
Timothy and Paula Coffey
Miriam Cohen
Robert Cohen and Ruth Moscow-Cohen
Dean Cole
Patrick and Lorraine Colestock
Lauren Collins
Michael Collins and Alison Griffith-Collins
Robert and Peggy Collins
Margaret and Jeffrey Comstock
Harold and Mary Cook
Michele and John Cook
Patrick and Dana Corcoran
Louis Cornelius and Priscilla Boroniec
Dewey and Nancy Cornell
Robert Corry
Cynthia and Kenneth Covia
Nancy Creason
Robert Creek and Anita Wood
John Crittenden
Richard and Elaine (in memoriam) Crone
Jane Cronkleton
Richard and Susanne Curry
John Czajka
James Dalton
Phyllis and Roy Daniel
Benjamin Danzo
David and Carole Darr
Patricia Daugert
Isabelle and Kenneth (in memoriam) Davidson
George and Theresa Davis
Michael Davis
Penelope and James De Meules
Raymond and Mary Decker
John and Gail DeHeus
Carolina DeLuca
Walter B. Dempsey
John and Beverly DeSanto

Sharlene and Luis Deskins
Andrew Dibner
James Dicke
Constantine and Angelica Digenis
Virginia A. Dilkes
Richard and Jo Ann Dionne
David and Victoria Docauer
William Doerner
Ronald and Mary Jane Dolan
Leon Dolislager
Robert Donia and Jane Ritter
Darshon and Harwant Dosanjh
Harold and Ann Doster
John Doty
Ismael Dovalina
Richard and Judith Doyle
Raymond and Marilyn Drnevich
Brenda Drumm Kidd
David and Jacqueline Duchane
Craig and Barbara Duncan
Roger and Delores Dunlap
Eric Durant
Irene Eanes
Thomas Easthope and Donna Winkelman
Celia Easton
Kristie Ebi
Jonathan Eddison
Allan Feldman
Kathryn West
Michael and Anne Fenerty
H. Jane Ferguson
Barbara and Rodrigo Ferrer
Ms. Kayne L. Ferrier
James and Debbie Fieber
A. Lawrence and Marian Fincher
Earl Finley
Ira Fisher
Stephen Fisher
Richard Flacks
Henry and Barbara Flanagan
Stewart and Charlayne Fliege
Susan and Andrew Flint
Glenn and Evelyn Flittner
Richard Foley
Cecil Foote
Emmy Foe.
John and Ethel Fopeano
John Forsyth
Donald Foster
Helen L. Foster
Milton Foster
Judith Foulke and Mark Elrod
Michael & Virginia Fox
Elaine Franco

Paul Francuch
Ralph and Elizabeth Frankowski
John and Shirley Frantz
Marshall Freeman
Lindsay French
Kevin and Sherry Frick
Daniel Friedland and Azlynda Alim
Joanna and Richard Friedman
Paul and Vivian Friedman
Jennifer Furst Hittinger and Jeffrey Hittinger
Donna Gabaccia and Thomas Kozak
Martin G. Gabriel
Joseph and Victoria Gadba
Patricia and Ethan Galloway
Richard Gamer
Alan Gansberg
Gary and Nancy Gasser
Thomas and Barbara Gelehrter
Craig Gelfenbaum
Renate Gerulaitis
Thomas and Mary Gething
Lowell and Mary Ruth Getz
Andrea Ghora
David Glass
Arthur Glenberg
Kathleen Glover
Martin and Marjorie Gluckstein
Fernando and Sylvia Gomez
Petros D. Goneos
Charles Goodell
Stephen Gottron
Kathleen Goudie-Marshall and Robert Marshall
Harold Graboske
Paul Graf
Mary Sue Grant
Theresa Greaney and Gary Kikuchi
Alberto Green
Jeanette Green
Norma and Daniel Green
Patricia Green
Ruth and Thomas Green
Robert H. Greene
Bruce and Margaret Grim
Denise and Richard Grimes
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William Groening
Scott and Debora Grosse
Nina Gupta
Ann Guthrie
Mark Guzdial and Barbara Ericson
Robert and Helen Haddad
Douglas and Juanita Hakala
Daniel S. Hall
Dr. and Mrs. Robert A. Hall
Leita and William Hamill
Sang Han
Sin Han
Peter and Kay Hannah
Darrel and Wilma Hansen
Edward Hansen and Geraldine Grant
Marjorie Harrington
Amy Harris and Malcolm Sickels
Jeffrey and Phyllis Harris
Joan and Frederick Harris
William Hart
Deborah Hartranft
Peter and Donna Harvey
Paula and William Hathaway
Daniel and Mazie Havens
Hiro Hayataka
Robert and Susan Heath
Bruce Hebbard
Brian Heikes
Gary and Gayle Heinlein
Robert and Cathy Helton
Mark and Elaine Henry
Pamela and Timothy Henry
James and Barbara Herman
Howard Herskovitz and Greta Herskovitz
Georgiana and Thomas Herzberg
Mrs. Lucille Apicos Herzegovitch
Herbert and Petra Hethcote
Barbara and Robert Hilberg
Charles and Mary Hodge

Randall and Kori Hodgson
Thomas and Giovanna Hoekstra
George Hoey and Erin Hoag
Lynn and James Hoggard
Carol Holden and Randall Rivet
Paul and Emily Hollenberg
Mrs. Mary H. Holly
John and Sandra Holmes
Jane L. Hondelink
Meredith Hoppin
K. Roger and Lois Hornbrook
Lucille Hotchkiss
Robert and Joan Howe
Albert and Rosemary Hsu
Kuo-Hsiung Hsu
Ning and Angela Huang
Yanchen and Hsiu-Chung Huang
Jean Hudson
Dr. and Mrs. Roy D. Hudson
Gaye Humphrey
Ann Hungerman
Susan Hunter
Sunny Hyon
Carol Iglaier
Kyoko Inoue and Richard Muller
Arden Irwin
Gudmund and Roberta Iversen
Ellen Jacobowitz
Chariisse Jacques
Dieter Jaeger
Louis James
Ronald and Leona Jantz
Ronald and Joan Jennings
Dennis Jespersen and Donna Davies
Frank and Judith Jesse
Mitzi Saratos Jimison
Dale Johnson
Gregory and Nancy Johnson
Karen Johnson
Rex Johnson
Charles and Daphne Jones

Jerome Jones
Wesley J Jones
Christine Joseph
Thomas and Kathleen Jusino
Beverly and Michael Kahn
Ruth Kallio
Dr. Margaret P. Karns
Mark Katz and Mary Jakub
Perry and Bernadette Katzenstein
James and Katherine Kavemeier
Anamaria and Kenneth Kazanis
Min and Leah Ke
Katherine Kehoe
Michael Keinath and Jennifer Chin
Eugene Kelley (in memoriam)
Susan Kelley
Lisa Keramedjian Meer and Brian Meer
Sylvia and Michael Kerpel
Shahrulkhan
Kyung Kim
Yonggu Kim
Edward and Martha Kimball
Hallie Kintner and Monica Liebert
Jeffrey and Anne Kittendorf
Diane Klein
Julie and Rolf Kleinau
Susan Klinedinst and Bradford Smith
Stanley and Dennae Knep
Satyanarayana and Lakshmi Kodali
Andrew and Jennifer Kosak
Jeff Koski
Jim and Laura Kosteva
Ellen Kotlus and Max Gates
Irene Kovich
Gordon and Cynthia Krainen
Robert Krasny
Gerald and Phyllis (in memoriam) Krause
John and Susan Krezoski
C.M. Krishna
Lisa Krock and David Staaf
Thomas and Ann Krul
Bert C. Kruse
Steve Kuan and Ruenn-Ju Chung
Shelley and Scott Kudialis
Nancy and Harold Kulish
Kishan Kunduru

George Kuwayama, Ph.D.
Brenda LaBella
Virginia LaGrand
Longsheng Lai
Jack and Noelle Landin
Susan Lapine and Donald Mroz
Lisa and Michael Larsen
A. William and Judith Larson
Myra Larson
Katherine Lawrence and Darryl Weber
Theodore and Wendy Lawrence
Ray Lawson
Richard Lawson and Mary Tabacco
Harvey and Deborah Lazar
Ila Leavy
Diane Lebovitz
Hugh LeClair
Stanley Lee
Matthew Leeds
Robert Lees and Lucretia Hall
Susan Lees
Murriel Lenz
Anthony Lenzer
William Leonard and Marcia Robertson
James and Susan Leri
Eric and Julie Levine
Barbara and John Lewis
Mark and Paula Lewison
Robert and Martha Leys
Dian Li
Jingshan Li
Hsin-Hsin Liang and Peter Hook
Minsong Liang and Li Li
Shin-R and Agnes Li-Tsu Lin
Aline Lindbeck
Sandy and Jeff Lindberg
Russell and Diane Linderman
Harriet Linville
Arthur Lippert and Janet Botz
Jen-Jen Liu Mao
Ruth Lofgren
William and Mary Logan
William and Elizabeth Loizeaux
Robert and Beth London
Wayne Lord
Barbara and Leroy Lott
REALIZED BEQUESTS

The Rackham Graduate School received bequests from the estates of the following donors in 2016. The foresight of these generous individuals is deeply appreciated, and, as demonstrated by the value of their giving, will truly help enhance Rackham’s educational excellence.

Barbara Fitzpatrick
Maurice Griffel

Robert and Ann Naubert
Charles Neal and Maria Felix-Neal
Charles and Mary Nebel
David Nelson
Eric and Regena Nelson, Ph.D.
Robert and Evelyn Nelson
Thomas and Kathleen Nesbitt
Michael Neuman
Dr. Barbara and Philip Newman
Norman A. Niedermieier
Jonathon Niemczak
Laurel and Peter Northouse
Victor Norton and Kathleen Tweney
Ralph Nossal
Richard Nowell
Rosemary and James O’Brien
Gordon Okimoto and Arlette Okimoto
Harada
Joel and Katharine Olah
John Oldenburg and F. Grace Hutchinson
Ibrahim Onyuksel
Susan Opava
Anne and Marc Orloff
Mark and Susan Orringer
Alexander Ortega
Charles and Sharon Osburn
Warren and Marcia Otte
Kailey Owens
Drs. Jane and John Page
David and Patricia Palmer
Traci Palmer
Ziqing Pan
Pangaja Paramsothy
Zbigniew and Ava Pasek
Robert and Alice Pattengale
Julia Pedigo
Jay Pekala and James Steward
Michael and Farrah Peng
Yanfei Peng
Kurt Penney
David and Louise Petering
Robert and Leah Peters
Erich and Nancy Petersen
Nick Petrick
Michael and Susannah Petro
Frank and Nelly Petrock
John T. Petty
Jennifer Pickett and Brian Farrer
Joseph Pickett
Richard Pike and Linda Grossman
Dr. Michael J. Piovoso
Alvin Plantinga
Thomas Plum
Carol Pluzinski and Daniel Skupski
Eric Pohl
Richard Pomeroy
Alfred Powell
Barry and Yolan Powell
Alexander and Janis Prentice
Shirley and Harry Presberg
D. Rebecca Prevots
Judith Preysnar
William and Diane Price
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Zheng Lou and Min Yu
Greg Lower
Hong Lu
Glen and Karen Lum
Leilah Lyons
Margaret Ma
George and Mary Ann Macinko
Wayne and Deborah MacVey
Marilyn and James Maddox
Asatoshi and Kazuko Maeshiro
Judith and Robert Malcolm
David and Jane Malin
Marina Mallis Kolaitis
Gail and Daniel Mandell
Tung Mansfield
Kathryn and Frank Marchetti
Elizabeth Margosches and Don Melman
Marsh & McLennan Companies, Inc.
Jeanne Marsh and Steven Shevell
Mabhanoo G. Marsh
Alice O. Martin, Ph.D., J.D.
Fran and Irwin Martin
Gloria Mason and Stuart Batterman
Elizabeth Mathew
William and Ann Mathis
John and Mary Matle
Daniel and Ruth Mattson
Edward May
Eugene May
Margrethe May
Donald and Sherry Mayer
Michael and Judy McBride
Gregory McCabe
Mark McCandless and Nicola Bradford
Ryan and Katie McClarren
Gary and Lou Mcclelland
Thomas and Donna McClish
Lisa McClure
Betty McComb
Johanna McDill
David and Lois McFarland
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scott and Courtney Rosevear</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan Roshwalb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauri Rosmarin-Plattner and Robert Plattner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie and Larry Rowley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Royer and David Lloyd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet Roys</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. William R. Rude</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erik Ruehr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. William and Betty Rundle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darlene Russ-Eft and John Eft</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James and Caroline Russel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Russell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Russo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shea and Brigitte Rutstein</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Sack</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David and Elizabeth Sah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maia and Ehsan Samei</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harriet and Max Sandmeier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Sandoval and Andrew Dobos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet Sangekar</td>
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Karen Al-saadi
Julie Amberg and Tony Stelly
Patrick and Elizabeth Anderson
John and Judith Ashby
John and Ernestine Axelson
G.H. Azarbayejani
Barbara Baker
Richard E. Barber Ph.D. and Ruth A. Barber

Mary and Ralph Barrett
Marian and Charles Beadle
Joyce Bear
M. Daniel and Frances Becque
Benjamin Ben-Baruch
R. Jeffrey Benko
R. James Bennett
Brenton and Lisa Bergkoetter
Marvin H. Berman
Margery Binder
Jill Blondin
Martha Boron
Frances Bradow
Philip and Jeanne Brady
Felicia and Floyd Breeland
Richard Briggs
Christine Brittle
Carol Brown
Earl and Bonnie Brown
Teresa Browne
J. Lester and Lois Brubaker
Robert and Juliette Bullock
David Cain
Margery Calhoun
Cynthia Carey
Valerie and Brent Carey
Sally Carr
Stephen and Jean Carr
Virginia and Philip Caruso
Charles and Barbara Chapman
Maureen and Scot Chapman
William and Kathleen Check
Jay and Ann Cherlow
Phyllis Childs
Diane and Donald Chu
Judith and Lawrence Clare
Frederick and Sherril Clark
Gail and Brant Clark
James and Nancy Clark
Paul and Teresa Clayman
Sharon and Patrick Cloney
Alberta Coleman
Anita and John Cotton
Caroline Couture
Susan Crawford
HONOR ROLL OF DONORS
FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2016
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Howard Cromwell
Moyne Cabbage
Geraldine and Robert Custer
Stuart Daniel
Suzanne Day
Evelyn Dean-Nystrom and Donald Nystrom
Deborah DeGraff
Jerome and Nancy Delene
Allan Demorest
Joyce Denison
Robert Dodde
Jack and Beverly Dostal
John Douglass
Catherine Drennan
Robert and Betty Druien
Alva and Katrina Duke
Frederick and Judith Eilers
Gail Eisen
Sydney and Galen Engel
Hollie and Matthew Eriksen
John Evans
Philip Fair
Sally and Peter Farrow
Charles and Tena Feddema
Ivan Fleser
Nancy and William Forbis
Blayney Fox Myers
Maria-Francesca and James Fox
Joan Frank
Edmund and Patricia Frederick
Rosalyn Friedman-Baum
Marie-Luise and Heinrich Friedemann
G. Lee Fullerton
Michele Gamburd
Heather Gatny and Jeffrey Didyk
Boris and Edith Gerber
Charles and Patricia Gerrish
Timothy M. Gezon, M.D.
Pamela Gillespie
Albert and Anita Goldstein
Jean Graham
Susan and Mark Graves
Anita Greca
Paul Gregg
Robin Gross-Bennett
Kathleen Guernsey
Steven Guiter
Carl and Carol Haag
Richard and Adelia Halstead-Nussloch
Tommy Hampton
John and Patricia Hanne
Carol and James Hannum
Bryce Harbaugh
Sheila and Bruce Harris
Richard Hauke
Nancy Heers
Lance and Deborah Heilbrun
Paula Hencken and George Collins
Matthew and Julie Herbst
Judith and Malcolm Hindin
Rudolph and Karen Hoffman
Mary Horner
Thomas and Carol House
Carol Hryciw-Wing
Ann and John Hunnewell
Steven and Donna Huprich
Patricia and Peter Jessup
Thomas Jewett
Patricia Johnson
Gregory and Susan Jonas
Rose Jones
Richard E. Jorgensen
Jyotsna Kalavar
Douglas and Sheryl Kalvin
James and Beverly Kanter
Corrine Kass
Benjamin Katz
Kirri Kershaw and David Burns
Diane Ketchledge
Raymond Ketchledge
Thomas and Judith Klein
Luci and Daniel Klinkhammer
Carol Kohut
Elizabeth Kramer
Matthew Kraus
Carl and Vivian (in memoriam) Krause
Suzanne and Stanley Kulesa
Walter Kwik
Harry and Bonnie Lagerbom
Vincent Lalli
Judith and Pinkas Landau
John G. Lapp
Bradley Layton
Lawrence Lee
Mary Jane O’Connor Lee
Thelma Leenhouts
Herman and Roslyn Lieberman
Ira Lindsay and Irina Trenbach
Eric Lorey
James Low
Gail Luera
Hubert and Janet MacDonald
Karen and Bruce Maddock
Kara Makara
Jill Manchester
Gani Manelli
Martha Manheim
Rosa Marchand
Harold Marcuse
Betsy Mark
Lee Markham
Remo Mastroianni
William Mathewson and Cheryl Cunningham
Thomas and Marilyn McCarty
Timothy and Kathy McDaid
Thomas McDevitt
Anne McGee
Jonathan McIntire
Michael and Marcia McNulty
Helen McPherson
Linda McPherson
Melinee McPherson
William Melton
Alan and Debra Meyers
Stacie Mickens
Ms. Anne Miller
Samuel and Jane Miller
Patricia Minshall
Susan Mittler
Barbara Mooradian
Nadira Moreland
Sherwyn and Linda Mowrer
Richard and Alaine Mussett
Janae Nakata
Dr. Sham and Mrs. Aruna Navathe
Charles and M. Cathleen Niederman
Kyle Nowels
Jon and Diana Konyha Oatley
Warren and Julie Olin-Ammentorp
Barbara Olmstead Long
Myra Oltisk
Judith Oppenheim
William and Martha Orrick
James Otto
Marilyn Overmyer
Bridget and Umberto Paolucci
Marylyn Parins
Lindsay Parker
Anil and Kumud Patel
Zollie Perry
Linn and Sharon Peterson
Sarah Phillips
Alice Pinsley
Ronald Pitner
Patricia Potter
Robert and Jocelyn Prevost
Jennifer and Ryan Puckett
Xianggui Qu and Xiaohong Yu
R. Gary and Sharon Rahim
Nancy and Erik Rambusch
Laura Rauss
Col. Bill Raymond
Tamyra Rhodes-O’Neill
Gayle and Levi Richardson
Jonathan Rios-Doria
Marta Robertson
James and Mildred Robinson
Marcia Roseman
Dr. John C. Rosemergy
Alta and Arnold Rosenzweig
Victoria Roth
HONOR ROLL OF DONORS
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Rimantas and Cheryl Rukstele
Walter and Janet Rupp
George and Carole Russell
Richard G. Rust
Zenaida and Emilio Samaniego
Gaylord and Janet Saulsberry
Artel Scheid
Lawrence and Lorraine Scheinman
Deborah Schermer
John and Terene Scibelli
Jennifer Scott
Herman Sealey
M. Kathleen and Denton Seeger
Theresa Sen
Ihtesham and Humera Shahid
Furqan and Zoya Shaikh
Shreenivas Sharmas Sharma Poudel
William and Karen Shea
Susan Sheppard
James Shiells
Frederick and Susan Shippey
Petra and Ralph (in memoriam) Shoberg
Jonathan Siegler
Arahshiel Silver
Minerva (Mimi) Singer
Sandra Sipkin
Cheryl Smith-Hosler and Allen Hosler
Robert Snyder
Douglas and Ella Sprung
Charles L. Squier
Mrs. Norma Stanbury
Joan Stepnis
Beverly and Roger Stone
Karl J. Stone
Tammy Sugarman
John Sulewski
Christopher Swanson
Laurie Sweet
Lauren Talalay and Steven Bank
Mark and Rhona Taylor

FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2016

David Thomas
Robin Throne
Stanley and Carol Tickton
Martin Tuzman and Eileen Heisman
Tuzman
Christopher Uchrin
Brooke Ullery
Rozanne Veeser
Dawn Viau and Clifford Stratton
Howard and Phyllis Wachspress
George Waterston
Melinda Watson
Marie and Jonathan Wayman
Ella Webb
Marvin Weinbaum
David Weinman
Alan and Marlene Weintraub
Barbara and James Weiskopf
Gerald and Marjorie Weiss
April Wesolowski
Sandra and Charles Westrin
Joel White and Janine Robinson
Salena Whitfield
Jean Whitinger
Marian Wick
Louise Wideroff
Carol Williams
Candace and Walter Woessner
Melvin and Joan Wolf
Judith Wolfe
Cynthia and Thomas Yates
Yong Zhang and Lizi Hu
Yuanyuan Zhang
Zaoli Zhang and Yirong Zhu
Samuel Zilka
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REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

Michael J. Behm, Grand Blanc; Mark J. Bernstein, Ann Arbor; Shauna Ryder Diggs, Grosse Pointe; Denise Ilitch, Bingham Farms; Andrea Fischer Newman, Ann Arbor; Andrew C. Richner, Grosse Pointe Park; Ron Weiser, Ann Arbor; Katherine E. White, Ann Arbor; Mark S. Schlissel (ex officio).
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